With the advancement in fabrication and scaling technology, the rising temperature in nano devices has attracted special attention towards thermoelectric or Peltier cooling. In this paper, I propose optimum Peltier cooling by employing an array of connected quantum dots with stairlike ground-state eigen energy configuration. The difference in ground state eigen energy between two adjacent quantum dots in the stair-like configuration is chosen to be identical with the optical phonon energy for efficient absorption of lattice heat. I show that in the proposed configuration, for a given optical phonon energy, one can optimize the cooling power by tuning the number of stages in the array of quantum dots. A further analysis demonstrates that the maximum cooling power at a given potential bias under optimal conditions doesnot depend strongly on the optical phonon energy or the number of stages at which the maximum cooling power is achieved, provided that the optical phonon energy is less than kT . The proposed concept can also be applied to 2 − D or bulk resonant tunnel and superlattice structures with stair-like resonant energy configuration.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the recent advancement in fabrication and scaling technology, the rising dissipated heat density and temperature in nano devices have drawn special attention towards Peltier cooling. Peltier cooling, the reverse phenomenon of thermoelectric generation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , is achieved by an energy selective flow of electronic current via energy filtering. This results in a disturbance of quasiequilibrium within a given energy range initiating abrorption of lattice heat in an attempt to establish equilibrium among the electronic population [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Peltier coolers are mainly attractive because in addition to being light weight and cost efficient, they are also less prone to failure. Resonant tunneling and superlattice based Peltier coolers have been theoretically proposed as well as experimentally realized [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . However, the principal drawback of such coolers is inefficient absorption of heat energy due to a mismatch between the optical phonon energy and eigen energy (resonant energy) of adjacent quantum dots (resonant tunnel structures) . In this paper, I propose an array of quantum dots with stair-like ground-state eigen energy configuration embedded in a nanowire-like structure to optimize cooling performance.
The motivation of this proposal stems from the fact that the absorption or emission rate of phonons in a Peltier cooler peak when the difference in energy levels between two adjacent quantum dots is identical to the phonon energy (this can be shown starting from the electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian) [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . However, when the difference in eigen energy is not identical to the optical phonon energy, the cooling performance deteriorates from the peak value. The aspect of thermoelectric generation and cooling using an array of two * aniket@ece.iitkgp.ac.in quantum dots with different ground state energy has already been discussed in literature [20] . However, the optimization of cooling power based on the phonon energy and temperature by tuning (increasing) the number of stages of the quantum dot array is, indeed, new and deserves special attention.
In this paper, I propose that one can optimize the cooling performance by tuning the number of stages of a quantum dot array while keeping the ground state eigenenergy difference between the adjacent quantum dots identical to the optical phonon energy and the temperature. I show that in such an arrangement, the magnitude of optical phonon energy has minimal impact on the optimized cooling performance provided that the optical phonon energy is lower than kT . The optimum number of quantum dots in the array would, however, depend on the optical phonon energy. Although, in this paper, I perform an investigation of the cooling performance harnessed from an array of quantum dots, the proposed concept can be applied in 2 − D and bulk resonant tunnel or superlattice structures with stair-like resonant energy configuration. from the lattice. A staircase ground state energy configuration in an array of quantum dots aids in reducing the elastic tunneling rate compared to inelastic tunneling rate thereby improving the coefficient of performance of the Peltier cooler.
II. PROPOSED DEVICE STRUCTURE

III. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY AND TRANSPORT FORMULATION
There are two major pathways to improve the performance of Peltier coolers (i) decreasing the lattice thermal conductance (ii) enhancing the cooling power via suitable energy filtering techniques. Both of these techniques are widely employed to enhance the performance of thermoelectric generators [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and coolers [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .Approaches towards the direction of nanostructuring as well as heterostructuring has so far proven successful in the suppressing phonon mediated lattice thermal conductivity via scattering and confinement of long wavelength phonons [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Hence, in this paper, we focus on optimizing the cooling power without the consideration for lattice thermal conductance.
Without loss of generality, I will assume that the rate of inelastic tunneling between adjacent quantum dots via energy absorption (emission) is denoted by the parameter γ abs(em) ph , while elastic tunneling between adjacent quantum dots is assumed to be negligible due to the stair-case energy configuration. The rate of electronic transfer between the contacts and the leftmost (rightmost) quantum dot, on the other hand, is denoted by γ c . Assuming equilibrium among phonon population, the rate of inelastic tunneling (γ abs(em) ph ) between adjacent quantum dots is related to the optical phonon number 
where t ph is related to the coupling between adjacent quantum dots due to optical phonon scattering. A schematic diagram depicting the transport formulation is shown in Fig. 1 (d) . The temporal rate of change of probability of electronic occupancy in a particular quantum dot is dependent on the probability of occupancy of the adjacent quantum dots and is described via master equation. The first and the last quantum dots are connected directly to the contacts. In these cases, the rate of change of occupancy probability of the first quantum dot (P 1 ) is given by: (2) while that for the n th quantum dot (P n ) is given by:
3) The probability of electronic occupancy for the j th quantum dot (1 < j < n) is given by:
where
is the electronic occupancy at the energy corresponding to the ground-state of the 1 st quantum dot and f R = 1 + exp
is the electronic occupancy at the energy corresponding to the ground-state of the n st quantum dot, µ being the position of the equilibrium Fermi energy and ∆E = E n = (n − 1)δE defines the ground-state eigen energy of the n th quantum dot (E 1 = 0). In steady state, dPj dt = 0 (1 ≤ j ≤ n). The interdependence among the set of Eqs. (2)- (4) is solved self-consistently using Newton-Raphson method assuming dPj dt = 0 (1 ≤ j ≤ n). The charge current at the left (source) and right (drain) contacts are given by:
where V is the applied voltage bias across the array of quantum dots. The multiplicative factor of 2 takes the spin degeneracy into account. The heat extracted at the j th quantum dot may be given by the equation
The total heat current extracted from the system is the sum of the heat extracted from individual quantum dots. The efficiency of the Peltier cooler is related to the coefficient of performance (COP) defined as:
A list of parameters used for simulation is given in TABLE. I. Fig. 2 demonstrates the cooling performance of an array of two quantum dots with ∆E = δE = ω = 30meV . For a given voltage bias, the cooling power is maximum around µ = kT and increases with the applied voltage bias. The coefficient of performance on the other hand is a decreasing function of the applied voltage for a given position of the equilibrium Fermi energy. Fig 3 demonstrates the cooling power histogram over a range of the equilibrium Fermi energy and the number of stages of the array of quantum dot for several values of the optical phonon energy ( ω = δE) at V = 10mV and T = 300K. The number of stages in the array of quantum dots for optimal cooling power decreases with the increase in optical phonon energy. However, the maximum cooling power is not strongly dependent on the optical phonon energy. Fig. 4 demonstrates the optimal characteristics of the proposed cooler at V = 10mV for various operating temperatures. In particular, Fig. 4(a) demonstrates the maximum cooling power as a function of the optical phonon energy with an array of two quantum dots. Fig. 4(b) , on the other hand, displays the maximum cooling power of the proposed cooler with variation in optical phonon energy when the number of quantum dots in the array is optimized. Clearly, we get an improved cooling power in the latter case for the regime ω < kT . Fig. 4(c) shows the number of stages of the proposed cooler at which maximum cooling power is achieved as a function of optical phonon energy (δE = ω). It is clear from Fig. 4 that the maximum cooling power using an array of two quantum dots (shown in Fig. 4 a) is identical to the optimized cooling power (Fig. 4 b) when the optical phonon energy is comparable or high compared to kT . On the other hand, when the optical phonon energy is low, the cooling power using an optimized number of quantum dots deviates significantly compared to the the achieved optimal cooling power. Although the number of stages for optimal cooling in the array of quantum dots increases with decrease in optical phonon energy, such an increase doesnot suppress the maximum cooling power. This is because a decrease in the optical phonon energy also increases the average phonon number (N ph ) which causes an increase in the average inelastic tunneling between adjacent quantum dots. This phenomenon compensates for the increase in the number of stages with decrease in optical phonon energy when δE < kT . On the other hand, for δE ≥ kT the cooling power varies sharply with the optical phonon energy due to an exponential decrease in the phonon number N ph with energy. As the optical phonon energy ( ω) increases towards kT , the optimal number of stages in the array of quantum dots reaches the limiting value of 2. It should be noted that the minimum number of quantum dots required in the proposed arrangement is 2 [20] .
V. CONCLUSION
To conclude, in this paper, I have proposed a new arrangement for Peltier cooling with the help of an array of quantum dots with stair-like ground state energy configuration. It was shown that the cooling power of such a cooler improves compared to the traditional case (n = 2) for ω < kT . An improvement in cooling power also facilitates a larger drop in temperature. It was also shown that the performance of such a Peltier cooler, in terms of the maximum cooling power, is almost independent of the optical phonon energy provided that ω < kT and the number of stages in the array is optimized. Our considerations and results presented here are based on the assumption that the optical phonon energy is greater than the eigen energy broadening of the quantum dots, such that the effect of elastic tunneling can be suppressed. Elastic tunneling degrades the peak performance of such a refrigerator. Particularly, it would result in the degradation of the maximum cooling power and the coefficient of performance. Investigation of the effect of elastic tunneling in the limit of low optical phonon energy is left for future work. In addition, an investigation of the temperature drop in such a refrigerator under various conditions also constitute an interesting research problem. Although the proposed arrangement involves employment of an array of quantum dots embedded in a nanowire like structure, the concept presented is general and can be applied for optimal cooling in resonant tunnel or super-lattice structures with stair-like resonant energy configuration. The proposed Peltier cooler would lead enhancement in performance of experimentally fabricated coolers.
